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The most controversial embalming topic, without a 
doubt, is jaundice. In my 45 years in funeral service, 
I have heard virtually every theory on the subject. 
Do I have my own way of embalming a jaundiced 
body? My methods have evolved, but, yes, I think I 
have a pretty good method and I will share it with 
you later on. 

When I started working at my first job back in 
Tisdale, Saskatchewan, in western Canada, a small 
town of some 3,500, I worked for a fastidious man. 
He loved embalming and I had to watch for quite a 
while before he would let me have my hand in the 
procedures. He was not the type of man that would 
just let me loose in the prep room and tell me to 
sink or swim. He taught. 

He had a way of saying Metasyn that I learned 
many years later was pronounced differently, 
and I’ve chuckled with many of my friends in the 
business over the years that it doesn’t matter how 
you say it as long as you use it. Now this dates 
back to the years when Dodge did not print the 
“index” on the bottle. The theory back then with 

the scientists at Dodge was that the index isn’t as 
important as what is in the formulation that makes 
the product work, and that one day in the future 
“index” might not actually be a factor. 

We all know the rest of that story. Products 
like Freedom Art were developed and have become 
popular, particularly for jaundice. As we all know, 
Dodge has been printing the index on the bottles 
for quite a few years now. Indexes were always 
assigned and were printed on one of the first pages 
of the Catalog. 

Mr. Barron believed that Metasyn did not 
have formaldehyde in it because it was meant for 
jaundice and he thought that formaldehyde would 
make a jaundiced body turn green. I didn’t know 
any differently at age 17, right out of high school, 
so whatever he taught me I absorbed. It didn’t take 
long, and after some conversations with our Dodge 
rep of the day, for me to learn that, in fact, Metasyn 
did have formaldehyde in it. But it also had an 
exceptional product called “plasdoform” which was 
a remarkable scientific discovery back in the late 
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60’s. It was a controlling agent that encapsulated the 
formaldehyde, so that by the time the plasdoform 
was released, most of the bile would have been 
removed from the blood drainage. 

I was taught early on to use warm water, 
because of the contraction and expansion factors, 
and the fact that the normal body temperature of 
a living human is 98.6°F. So depending on the size 
of the person and whether or not there were any 
other conditions such as edema, you just reached 
for the Metasyn, matched it with equal quantities of 
Rectifiant and Metaflow, some Icterine dye, added 
your warm water and you could not go wrong. 

One of the most prominent theories over the 
years and one that is still held to this day in some 
circles, is that you need to use large volumes of a 
low index chemical to mitigate the conversion from 
yellow to green or to flush the system out. There 
were even people who talked about using milk, of 
all things! I was never able to ascertain whether 
that was supposed to be skim milk, 1% milk, or 
2% milk. But it didn’t take much of a chemist to 
tell you that milk will just turn to a sour smelling 
mess if you dare try using it. A wonderful mentor 
of mine told me many years ago when I started 
working for Dodge, don’t ever sacrifice anybody’s 
deceased mother, or father, or anybody in your care 
for an experiment in embalming. Don’t do that! So 
when I hear embalmers saying they tried something 
on a body and it didn’t turn out, I always feel for 
that family and shake my head. I maintain that an 
embalmer should stay within the parameters of true 
professionalism. We need to arrive at a prescription 
and a course of action, but we do not ever want to 
incorporate wacky notions using something off the 
grocery store shelf. 

I’m not going to get into “flushing” and all 
kinds of complicated mixtures, and I am also not 
going to delve into the old bilirubin to biliverdin 
stuff either. We all know what jaundice is and why a 
person becomes jaundiced. This article is about how 
to treat it, and to offer up a good way to do it, so 
that if you try this out, you will meet with a fair 
expectation of success. You may feel that some of 
what I explain is aggressive. But in my last article, 
entitled “It Can Be Done,” I discussed a forthright 
way of treating extreme edema for a rapid result 
when time is short. We will get to an assertive way 
to treat jaundice too, and all you need to do is try it, 
and please don’t count bottles. 

I have always considered yellow jaundice to 
be a major chemical reaction that has occurred for  
all the wrong reasons within a person’s body, and  
that the best way to approach it is with some  
counter-chemistry. Pharmaceuticals are all about  
the same thing, and one little pill can do an awful  
lot in a person’s body, so the same thing makes sense  
in embalming. 

Mr. Barron always said to me that we needed 
to get this person’s head up nice and high, because 
one of the things that often happens is that they can 
turn green after the cavity injection has happened. 
Have any of you ever heard this before? Well, that is 
something I learned a long time ago, and it stands 

true. We hear people talking about how beautiful the 
body turned out after the embalming and, low and 
behold, sometimes they come in the next day and 
the person has turned green or dark, particularly 
the ears and cheeks. 

It is difficult to generalize about jaundice 
because there are so many variable conditions. Are 
the person’s eyes a bit yellow, is there just a mild 
yellow tinge to the complexion, or is this person 
seriously jaundiced and almost green already? I have 
seen those kinds of bodies and you have, too. How 
on earth do you think you are ever going to get rid 
of that? Well, believe me, in some cases, you just 
aren’t going to get rid of it. 

We are going to talk about some formulations 
where we use a large amount of co-injection 
chemicals to release the formaldehyde slower, but 
sometimes the jaundice is just so bad that you are 
going to have to rely on cosmetology, and we have 
had many authors over the decades write articles 
on cosmetology precisely because it is not always 
possible to achieve the desired outcome with 
chemicals alone. I wrote an article a while ago on 
the subject of achieving a desired cosmetic finish 
with the arterial injection and, although this can 
be achieved with a jaundice case, we need to be 
realistic with our expectations. 

One interesting thing that I have seen change 
over the last 30 years is the process of pre-injecting. 
It seemed that almost every embalmer was taught 
to pre-inject a gallon or so with a bit of Rectifiant 
and Metaflow, or Permaflow V-2, an older non-
plasdoform but good product, or, in the last few 
years Proflow, our ultimate pre/co-injection 
chemical. Most of that overall pre-injection solution 
was water, and by the time even half of that was 
injected, the body was well along being profused. 
I have noticed this habit diminish. But there is 
a chemical situation occurring in jaundice that 
benefits from a pre-injection, and in all honesty, I 
would only ever pre-inject if the body is jaundiced, 
and I will explain why. 

In the situation of a jaundiced body, I think 
of a pre-injection as sending in the security team 
to ready the field and set up some protection, so 
that when the main stars come in, everything is 
ready to go and everything will go smoothly. The 
pre-injection I would use on a jaundiced body, 
regardless of how intense the yellow stain is, would 
be two bottles of Rectifiant, two bottles of Proflow, 
and four to six ounces of Icterine dye. This is just 
a little more than a half gallon. Depending on the 
size of the person, I might double that. This is on a 
non-autopsied body. An autopsied jaundiced body  
is another article all together. 

There is no benefit to be derived from diluting 
this pre-injection chemical with water. If you want 
to be creative in keeping with the “warm water” 
theory, put those bottles of water corrective and 
pre/co-injection chemicals into a sink of hot water 
as you would with a baby’s bottle. This is particularly 
helpful if the body has been in refrigeration, 
and even if the person wasn’t, you will derive an 
enhanced result from this solution being warm. 
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You have a choice to make depending on how 
much confidence you have, and depending on the 
natural complexion category of the person you 
are embalming. You now have to choose to either 
do your best to control the change from yellow to 
“normal,” or to step up the procedure and “counter-
stain” the yellow. In order to do this, you will add 
much more Icterine dye to your pre-injection 
solution, and overtake the yellow completely. You 
will really notice this in the face and hands, which, 
of course, are the viewing features of the body. It 
might be a bit of an unrealistic expectation to hope 
to completely over-power the yellow on the entire 
body. There will be “hot” spots that receive more 
dye than other parts of the body, and that is fine, just 
as long as you are achieving the right amount of dye 
in the right spots, perhaps with additional massage 
and manipulation. 

These chemicals in the pre-injection have no 
fixation capability and, while we all know that time 
can be valuable, it is fine in this case to allow these 
chemicals to react with the tissues, keeping the vein 
closed and the superior part of the carotid artery 
tied off. Set the features, and allow these products 
some time to do their job. During this first step, you 
may encounter some blotching. This is fine. Only 
the addition of more dye and a forthright approach 
to over-powering the yellow will work. 

After 20 minutes or so of allowing these 
chemicals to work, prepare the primary preservative 
injection. Again, depending on the size of the person 
and whether or not there are any other issues such 
as edema, mix up a solution of your choice with 
Metasyn. Your selection of Metasyn will depend on 
your preference for how much firming you want. 
I would choose Metasyn Accelerated as my default 
chemical because to me it is just about right. Add 
three bottles of Rectifiant, three bottles of Proflow, 
and at least two bottles of Metasyn Accelerated, 
all warmed in the sink of water if you have time. 
Top up your tank to two gallons with warm water. 
Importantly, add as much Icterine tint as you 
choose, depending on your level of confidence. I 
have used upwards of six ounces. Add up to one to 
three bottles of Restorative if the body is emaciated. 

Before I go any further, it is the appropriate 
time to speak briefly about the injection method and 
your embalming machine settings. I recommend 
that if your equipment provides for it, use pulsation, 
please. Pulsated pressure at a minimum of 40 psi 
and, as a maximum, what you are comfortable with. 
For me, the ideal is 80 psi. It is important if not 
crucial to keep your rate of flow between 12 and 16 
ounces per minute if you have a measuring gauge 
such as on the Dodge Embalming Machine. If you 
have an automatic pressure style machine, you’ll 
just have to trust in the equipment’s capability to 
set the pressure, and just keep an eye on your rate 

of flow. Into the head at the end of the procedure, 
reduce the pressure to no more than 40 psi, and 
the rate of flow just to a mere trickle as there is not 
much necessity for more than a few ounces, and, of 
course, pulsation is crucial. 

This injection is based on using a right common 
carotid injection, not a restricted cervical as some 
might do. In this case you should strive to achieve 
as much collateral circulation into the face as 
possible to overcome the yellow discoloration, and, 
to remind you, the superior portion of the carotid 
artery should be pinched off to retain as much 
chemical into the head as possible and not risk 
losing it out of the top of the artery. 

By the time you have injected half of this 
solution, and provided that circulation and 
distribution are working out effectively, you should 
be experiencing the complete conversion of the 
complexion in the face and hands to a darkly tinted 
red/reddish-brown/tanned/pink complexion. 

Choose a cavity chemical such as Metafix which 
was specifically formulated for jaundiced bodies, or 
perhaps Freedom Cav which has no formaldehyde 
in it. Using either of these cavity chemicals, and by 
keeping the head and hands elevated, you should 
not encounter the gravitational effect into the face.  
I mentioned earlier that the head should be elevated. 
Not doing this is one of the most common causes 
of not maintaining the initially achieved results  
after embalming. 

The cosmetic color wheel is part of the prism 
concept, but we know that if you want pink, you can 
add white or cream to red and arrive at pink. Using 
that as a focal point, you should be able to apply 
an appropriate shade of cosmetic to this counter-
stained complexion and arrive at a suitable outcome 
without a full mask or opaque application. 

There really isn’t any color of cosmetic that will 
blend with yellow or green to give you “natural.” 
The objective with using all of the dye was to give 
you a “base” that only needs to be lightened to the 
desired complexion shade. This theory should work 
relatively well on all Caucasian and/or South Asian 
complexions, and on dark and black complexions as 
well, believe it or not. It will merely be a decision 
on what foundation cosmetics you need to use. 

Preservation is the primary goal, with a desired 
cosmetic outcome. I cannot emphasize enough that 
no cosmetic we or anyone else has can take care of 
decomposition. The idea of using weak solutions 
merely for the sake of preventing color conversion 
is just a bad choice. I know that may not be a 
popular comment in some circles. Components 
within the bile counter-acts preservation, so all 
you need to know is what controlled chemicals you 
can use so that you achieve a balance of all positive 
outcomes. I hope you will try this method and 
feel less intimidated the next time you have one of  
these cases.
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COVID-19 has been the talk of the funeral service 
profession more than anything else for over a year 
now. We’ve discussed the strain on our staff trying 
to accommodate families requesting viewing, 
scheduling walk-through funerals, drive-through 
funerals, and trying to meet the needs of large 
families when your state limits the number of people 
allowed in the chapel. I saw different funeral homes 
respond as best they could. Restrictions have begun 
to ease up a bit. More families are now able to fulfill 
their personal needs in regard to viewing times, the 
number of people present, and the types of services. 

On top of the logistical stress of arranging 
services, staff members were becoming sick and 
funeral homes were shorthanded. Meeting with 
COVID family members that may have been 
contagious, or from contact in the prep room, firms 
were sending some people home sick for a two-week 
quarantine. At the same time that funeral homes 
were being affected and shorthanded, the number 
of cases was increasing dramatically, especially in the 
major metropolitan areas across the country. 

Talking with embalmers the conversation often 
runs to how we’ve been through similar times as far as 
embalming, like when we first saw AIDS cases in the 
eighties. In some places there is so much concern for 
the safety of the staff that funeral directors are making 
the decision not to embalm COVID confirmed cases 
at all. Additionally, there is the unknown factor of 
how long does the virus remain viable or contagious 
postmortem. One report states that Coronavirus 
has been found 27 days postmortem in the lungs. 
(Newsweek, 11/2/20). Based upon that, it doesn’t 
appear at this point that refrigeration has as much an 
effect on the viability of the virus as time. While after 
about 72 hours it has been found that the virus can no 
longer replicate, it still may be present. 

Early on in the AIDS research it became pretty 
much known that HIV, although contagious, is very 
frail outside its environment and a change of just a 
few degrees in temperature would kill the virus. 
Twenty-four hours of refrigeration seemed sufficient 

when embalming a known AIDS case. Changes to pH 
after death, along with temperature changes, were 
too much of a hostile environment for the AIDS virus 
to survive. 

Even with ongoing research there is no definitive 
answer yet as to how long COVID-19 may remain 
viable in the lung’s tissue. 

When dealing with a COVID death, much 
of the concern is about the movement of the body 
itself, including the embalming and preparation 
process. So there is a health concern even before 
we have the individual on the prep table. In these 
cases, the concern isn’t so much contact with body 
fluids, it is the residual air in the lungs. Manipulating 
a body during a transfer can cause movement of 
the diaphragm, enough to exude contents from  
the lungs. 

We need vigilance from the onset when handling 
the transfer from the place of death. I think we’ve all 
been in an uncomfortable position somewhere in our 
career where we would like to cover the face of the 
deceased but family members were present. While 
we always want to consider the feelings of loved 
ones, protection of ourselves and the family need to 
take priority, and at this point I think most people 
would understand the reasoning behind our actions. 

Fortunately, many of the cases are coming from 
hospitals or other institutions where a body pouch 
is being used for protection. For different levels 
of contact, there are different levels of personal 
protective equipment. Until more is known about 
the active spread of COVID-19, the CDC and OSHA 
recommend a combination of standard precautions, 
contact precautions, and airborne precautions to 
protect mortuary and other death care workers from 
exposure to the virus. According to the U.S. Dept. 
of Labor, those of us in preparation and transfer of 
the individual fall into the medium-high risk groups, 
depending on the contact with the body. The Dept. 
of Labor does state that these are guidelines, not 
regulations or standards set forth by them. Their 
recommendations concerning those handling human 
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remains other than embalming and autopsy are:
• Non-sterile nitrile gloves.
• Clean, long-sleeved, fluid resistant or 

impermeable gown to protect personal/
work clothing.

• Using a plastic face shield or goggles.
• If there is risk of aerosol generation while 

handling remains a respirator of HEPA  
filter quality. 

Based upon that information, an individual 
performing the actual task of transferring the remains 
should be using the same PPE that we would use to 
embalm a “normal” case. 

As in any situation, our own best judgement, 
depending on our personal level of exposure and 
contact with the deceased, should determine how far 
we go, particularly during transfer of the deceased. 
COVID-19 transfer protocol specifics require more 
containment concerns than normal. Keeping any 
possibility of exhalation to a minimum is important. 
The face of the deceased should be covered with a wet 
disinfectant-soaked towel like Webril. It is important 
to have as many layers of protection as possible 
between the deceased and the operator. The body 
should be wrapped in a sheet covering the face on top 
of the soaked towel. Then the body should be placed 
in a body pouch as a third layer of protection. In a 
situation like a nursing home or similar institution, 
there have been concerns of transfer staff using 
questionable disinfectant sprays on the body. While 
bleach is a good disinfectant when used properly, it 
may not be the best in certain circumstances. There 
was a case in my area where a nursing facility had a 
complaint of funeral home staff leaving the facility 
and the heavy smell of bleach being left behind. 

About a year ago Dodge put out COVID-19 
Suggested Safe Practices: Embalming Protocols (this can 
be found on shop.dodgeco.com under the COVID-19 
information link). This was a presentation of the best 
procedures regarding safely embalming and preparing 
COVID-19 bodies. While embalming a case that is 
COVID-19 positive, these are the guidelines I’ve 
adapted and use. Disinfection of the body as would 
normally be done, cleaning with disinfectant soap 
and water, and a larger than usual saturation of the 
body with Dis-Spray. A towel saturated with Dis-
Spray should cover the face, particularly the mouth 
and nose, to help create a barrier between exhaled 
air and the operator. 

Among the many factors touched on in the 
COVID safe practices was the large amount of 
clotting in the lungs. As time passes, research is 
finding more pulmonary issues and clotting issues in 
COVID-19 patients. The pulmonary problems were 
evident from the start of the pandemic with patients 
dying on respirators in hospitals. The clotting issue is 
becoming more well-known now, especially among 
embalmers. Most embalming complaints are about 
clotting and drainage issues. 

“A study of 41 people that died from COVID-
19 showed extensive damage, persistent distortion of 
normal organ structure, and massive blood clotting 
of the arteries and veins. All had extensive lung 
damage, while 36 of 41 (88%) had massive abnormal 

blood clotting in the lung arteries and veins.” (Lancet 
Biomedical Journal) 

Today there is a lot in the news about post 
COVID pulmonary embolism and strokes. This has 
been especially prevalent in patients that wind up 
bed ridden and inactive. This seems to confirm the 
original point of clots in the vascular system during 
embalming. These clots can break loose and obstruct 
chemical flow and inhibit our drainage. There is 
challenge number one. 

In a separate postmortem study of 430 patients 
with COVID-19, 48% were hypertensive, 44% had 
coronary artery disease, 31% were diabetic, 22% 
had chronic kidney disease, and 14.8% were obese. 
(medRxiv) 

I think if we saw these factors on a death certificate 
we’d be thinking distribution issues. Challenge 
number two. So, many of the COVID bodies that 
we encounter may have multiple conditions to 
overcome, clotting and proper, adequate drainage 
being important ones. These various vascular issues 
along with a sedentary lifestyle due to illness only 
increase the chance of blood clots. 

I was talking with a customer recently who pre-
injects 16 oz. of Rectifiant and 32 oz. of Proflow on 
a suspected COVID case with closed drainage, and 
leaves the body for twenty minutes or so. Then he 
uses whatever the case calls for with an additional 32 
oz. of Proflow in the mixture to continue to break 
up clots during the arterial injection, and he is having 
positive results in his embalming. 

Whatever chemical solution you choose based 
on the case analysis, a suggested minimum of 5% 
preservative solution should be injected. Halt GX or 
Dis-Spray should be added to the solution to ensure a 
high level of disinfection. 

Special attention needs to be given to the lungs 
during the embalming. Additional disinfectant 
chemical should be injected into the lungs separately 
to ensure deep saturation with the chemical. Dis-
Spray, Halt GX, Halt Cavity, or a cavity chemical of 
at least 21% would all be suitable for the treatment 
of the lungs. If possible, the incision made for the 
injection can be used as the entry point for injecting 
into the lungs. A carotid injection is recommended 
since it allows for easiest access to the lungs and 
opportunity for drainage from the heart through use 
of a drain tube with a hose attached to bring drainage 
directly off the embalming table to the drain to help 
keep blood splash to a minimum. 

An infant trocar or hypo trocar can be used, or a 
large syringe with a 6” needle. The lungs can be full 
of not only clots but edema. One report stated that 
some of the lungs in the autopsy subjects were two to 
three times heavier than a normal lung. 

While the lungs are being treated, treating the 
esophagus is important since it can be a breeding 
ground for bacteria and mucus. As a direct line to the 
lungs, additional treatment seems warranted. 

Included in the COVID-19 Suggested Safe Practices: 
Embalming Protocols is a page covering four different 
trachea treatments. This is worth reviewing or 
reading, if you haven’t yet had the opportunity. 

Whichever method you choose, the importance 
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of blocking the air from the lungs of the body to the 
operator cannot be overemphasized. While we’re 
trying to overcome drainage issues and clotting 
difficulties with a body during the embalming 
process, we turn to massage to push clots through 
and out the vascular system. That movement of the 
body, or lifting legs, or manipulating the arms, can 
cause possible air release so we need that additional 
protection. What we don’t want is to push the virus 
into the air around us. 

Hopefully we’ve gotten used to setting features 
and checking them throughout the operation while 
having a Dis-Spray soaked Webril towel over the 
face of the deceased. Packing the trachea and sinuses 
can add that extra protection we need. These are 
just a few of the minor adaptations we’ve all learned  
to make. 

Cavity treatment should be delayed, if possible, 
to help fixate and disinfect the lungs and viscera 
prior to aspiration. A closed aspiration system is 
ideal, with the discharge hose going directly into the 
drain with no aerosol possible, or at least minimized. 
Halt Cavity, Permacav 50, or Dri Cav would all 
be suitable cavity chemicals for a COVID-19 case. 
Re-aspiration of the thoracic cavity after twelve 
hours would be an additional precautionary measure 
to ensure we’ve got the virus killed in the lungs. 
After re-aspiration additional Halt Cavity can be 
injected into the thoracic cavity. Halt Cavity is highly 
firming, and with the addition of Broadstat, it offers 
high level disinfection. 

For us as embalmers the important thing is that 
these bodies can be safely and effectively embalmed. 

As we look forward, and the number of 
COVID related deaths is decreasing, we hope we 
never encounter the unusual conditions of 2020 in 
funeral service any time again soon. Conditions such 
as the lack of PPE and basic chemicals to formulate 
disinfectants, and the hunt for products and supplies 
to meet the challenges we were up against, and still 
are in some areas. It seemed that funeral service was 
in the caboose and not the front line when it came to 
PPE and the bodies were literally stacking up. Did 
we ever think we’d see cooler trucks filling up with 
dead bodies in our town? 

As we read about new mutations, and the 
differing aftereffects, like embolism and stroke, I 
wonder if we’re in the clear, or some other surprise 
is coming down the pike. Possibly, there will be 
more and continued clotting and drainage challenges 
for us in the prep room. With knowledge of the lung 
clotting problems, will future treatment be loading 
these patients up on blood thinners? I read an article 
yesterday that said I might catch a new strain of 
COVID from my dog. 
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Like many of you, over the years I have gone to 
other funeral homes because of the deaths of people 
close to me. As an embalmer, I have somewhat of a 
critical eye when I am at a funeral home for viewing, 
visitation, and services of a loved one from our own 
family. I quietly inspect every detail and analyze 
the work of the embalmer who took care of the 
deceased. I look at the cosmetic work, the hair, and I 
even check out the clothing. I look at the positioning 
of the deceased in the casket, but I particularly 
analyze the face and features. It is usually pretty 
obvious if the embalmer may have been in a rush, 
perhaps did not have enough time to work towards 
perfecting a little smile on the person’s face, or to 
properly align the eyelashes. We are going to deal 
with this important issue throughout this article. 

The face is the key piece of our work. If the 
face is not perfect, the family will not be satisfied. 
I’ve often heard this famous phrase: “It’s him but...
something is missing. The top of the face is perfect 
but the mouth doesn’t look like him.”

I experienced it myself with a relative who died 
suddenly, and at the beginning of my career I had 
some family members who made this remark to me. 
The cosmetics were perfect, but there was a problem 
with the mouth. It seemed stretched backwards and 
didn’t look peaceful. Yes, gravity has its effect, the 
facial tissues tend to be drawn backwards, but there 
are several tricks to remedy this problem. This is 
an everyday embalming procedure with a great 
number of options, but sometimes it’s worth trying 
something new. 

We are all aware of the role we have to play. 
In the last few years, we are facing a decrease in 
the number of families choosing embalming. There 
is far less interest now than there was ten years 
ago. In my area of the country and, likely in yours, 
there are “End-of-Life Care Centers” and they are 
encroaching more and more on our work. Some 
centers wash the deceased, dress them, and leave 
time for the family to recollect with their loved one. 
If families come to the visiting room and do not find 
the deceased looking better than when they were in 
the care center, we have a serious problem. 

We are the professionals, we are qualified for 
these tasks. Let’s show it to our families. It is up to us 

to give back the natural appearance to our deceased. 
The families must be satisfied with the final result. 
They need to be reunited with their loved ones 
that one last time in order to perceive the value of 
the entire funeral. They need to leave the funeral 
home saying that the deceased was beautiful and 
natural. We must restore the families’ confidence by 
demonstrating our professionalism and our talent. 
Let’s take the time and do the right thing. 

Let’s start with what I think is the most 
important thing. 

The setting or fixation (as I sometimes call it) 
of the features, especially the mouth, begins before 
the embalming injection is commenced. Start with a 
good disinfection of the facial orifices. Contact time 
is an aspect that is often neglected by embalmers. 
You must allow the Dis-Spray to do its job as long 
as possible before cleaning the orifices. By allowing 
the Dis-Spray to act for a few minutes, you give 
the product time to react and the efficiency rate is 
greatly improved. Once the disinfection is done, use 
the method of your choice to close the mouth. 

It is important to analyze if the dentures still 
give the visual effect you are looking for. Sometimes 
during end-of-life care, people lose a lot of weight, 
and they suffer the effects of dehydration. Sometimes 
dentures don’t fit anymore. There are times when it 
is better not to put them in than spend two hours 
trying to get the lips together. So, you can either put 
the dentures back in, or, as an option, use a mouth 
former. 

When it’s time to close the mouth, I sometimes 
prefer the mandibular suture method. Depending 
on the situation, I often use injector needles. 
Oftentimes, though, either method allows me to 
rework my mouth throughout the embalming. There 
are different ways of doing this, but I don’t over-
tighten the sutures or the needles because I like to 
leave space for the lips to fill out during embalming. 
Particularly when you have used Restorative on a 
dehydrated body, the lips fill and “round out” during 
injection. If you close the mouth too tightly, the lips 
will not be able to expand naturally. They will tend 
to flatten out, one on top of the other, instead of 
taking on a nice, rounded volume. 

Much of the work will be done during the 

The Art of Feature Setting
By Vincent Faucher
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the families’ 
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demonstrating 
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professionalism 
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Let’s take the time 
and do the right 
thing. 
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modeling of the mouth. There are several ways to 
shape the mouth of the deceased. The way I’m going 
to describe is not the easiest, but it is the one that 
gives the best results. I love to use Inr-Seel to position 
the features of the mouth and create “expression.” In 
addition to being germicidal, fungicidal, and nice 
smelling, this material remains manageable and soft 
for a long time if it is not in contact with the air. 
Once placed in the mouth, this product protects 
from any risk of bacterial proliferation.     

Moreover, if the family finds that the mouth 
is not correct, you can sometimes make external 
manipulations in the casket without having to open 
anything. If the body is well set up, the adjustment 
procedure is limited, but it is still possible to re-
position the cheek and mouth tissues. 

There are several methods to apply Inr-Seel 
into the mouth. You have the option of using the 
Heavy Compound Injector and it’s even easier 
if you use the Inr-Seel Quik-Pak that is available 
for easy re-loading of your Compound Injector. 
This system works wonders. It allows you to put 
the right amount of Inr-Seel in the right place. In 
addition, it comes with two different tips for easy 
application. This “instrument” may seem a bit big at 
first but once you learn to work with it, it’s a marvel 
how quickly you’ll grow fond of it. Alternately, you 
can apply it with a metal spatula. Take the desired 
amount from the Inr-Seel container and apply it to 
the desired place. Both methods work very well. 

Once you have chosen the technique that suits 
you, you can start the application. With an aneurysm 
hook, I gently lift one corner of the mouth open 
and apply a generous portion of Inr-Seel. The 
amount you use will vary from case to case. But it 
is wise to inject a bit more than you might think. 
As you position the cheeks and mouth, any excess 
product will fall back into the mouth and won’t be 
a problem. Then I do the same thing again with the 
other corner of the mouth.        

Finally, apply a thin layer, about .5 cm, all 
along the upper denture and all along the lower 
denture. The mouth will appear to be puffy but 
after you take the time to position the lips in the 
desired position, the balance or excess product will 
be back in the mouth. The inner mucous tissue in 
the mouth and lips will adhere to the product and 
the features will now stay in place. Then, with your 
thumb and forefinger, press down on both corners 
of the mouth at the same time, taking care to move 
up the cheeks a little. This manipulation will create 
a beautiful smile. Shape the the cheeks to recreate 
the cheekbones of the deceased. It is up to you to 
judge how much of a smile to put on the person’s 
face. But most families comment on a nice smile 
favorably. I heard Jack Adams in his seminar refer to 
this as creating “pleasantry.” 

As opposed to when using cotton and cream, 
the mucous membranes will not dehydrate and 
these delicate tissues adhere to the Inr-Seel. This is 
just not possible with cotton. For a shorter period 
of time you may not notice the adverse effects of 
using absorbent cotton, but you surely will if the 
body remains at your funeral home for an extended 

period of time. Each day that passes, there will be 
additional dehydration as the cotton absorbs the 
moisture out of the mouth. 

The final part of this procedure involves taking 
your aneurism hook or a spatula and creating the 
natural contour of the nasolabial folds and the 
proper length of the mouth and you are finished. 
Inr-Seel wipes off easily with a cloth and warm 
water. I also place a thin layer of Kalip Stay Cream 
between the lips with a spatula to ensure a nice seal 
of the lips. Once you have done this, it is rare that 
the lips will ever part. Finish with a small bit of Dry 
Wash II and you are ready to apply Kalon Cream. 

When this part of the work is done, 75% of 
the end result is in front of your eyes. The work will 
be finished with the injection of the head. This is a 
crucial moment. I use a slow flow rate of about 2 
oz/min and a moderate to high pressure of 80 psi 
to 100 psi. I don’t massage much at first but like to 
see how the injection progresses. I am careful with 
the lips of the deceased, and also the nose, eyes, and 
neck, as these are fragile areas. If you massage these 
areas too vigorously, there is a risk of swelling. So 
observe the circulation and if you see that it is not 
coming along adequately, do a light massage. As the 
injection progresses, you will feel the tissues begin 
to firm up, so this is an important time to get these 
delicate tissues into their final position. 

Gently bring back the tissue of the cheeks, 
which tend to stretch backwards towards the mouth. 
Move it several times and as the tissue settles, the 
cheeks will eventually settle in the place you have 
decided. Using pictures is one of the best tools to 
find out how the cheeks were positioned when the 
person was standing upright. 

Try to reproduce the nasolabial folds. These 
folds are very important because it is a unique 
feature for each person. It is one of the most visible 
features on the face. If you are able to recreate it, 
you will get “extra points.” I like to give particular 
attention to the eyes of the deceased during the 
injection. Often we think we just have to put on an 
eye cap and close the eyelids and that’s it. There is 
actually much more finesse required with the eyes 
than many think. 

With Covid-19, people wear masks to protect 
themselves, and, in a way, this should have made us 
all realize that we are relying on the eyes to see if a 
person is angry or happy. The eye and eyebrow area 
are very important. They can make the difference 
between a deceased who looks peaceful and a 
deceased who looks angry. Take the time to massage 
the eyebrows and the skin of the forehead upwardly. 

Normally, I insert the eye caps before the 
injection but sometimes I don’t insert them until 
after the injection. Doing that, especially if the eyes 
are really dehydrated, gives me a better opportunity 
to gently manipulate the eyelids to round them out 
during injection. Once the tissue is well injected, 
position the eyelids at the final location. The eyelids 
will fix at this point but if you have them positioned 
in the 2/3 of the eye with the upper eyelid and 1/3 
with the lower eyelid, it is easy to insert the eye 
caps and seal them with Kalip Stay Cream. I will 

I love to use Inr-
Seel to position 
the features of the 
mouth and create 
“expression.” 
In addition to 
being germicidal, 
fungicidal, and 
nice smelling, this 
material remains 
manageable and 
soft for a long 
time if it is not  
in contact with  
the air.
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emphasize again that for the eyebrows, take the 
time to position them during the injection so that 
the deceased does not look angry. 

Eyebrows write well the emotions we feel. 
Create a beautiful round curve for each eyebrow. 
Massage them in this position and they will keep a 
position where the deceased looks peaceful. 

Now it is time to finalize the eye closure. Using 
the Freer’s Elevator, I seal both lids carefully with 
a thin layer of Kalip Stay Cream. The curve in this 
instrument makes it possible to apply Kalip Stay 
Cream without getting it in the lashes. Pay attention 
to the inner canthus of each eye as they have to be 
sealed well or dehydration begins in that small 
corner and causes the rest of the eyelids to gradually 
open. Often this area is neglected and this is where 
dehydration begins. 

At this stage you have 95% of the work done. 
All that remains is to touch-up the final lines and 
wrinkles before applying cosmetics. You are almost 
ready to show your work to your family. But you 
should not neglect the orientation of your deceased’s 
face and head. As much as possible, try to tilt the 
head slightly to the right. When the family arrives 
near the casket, they will feel as if the deceased is 
looking towards them. We are talking about 1 or 
2 degrees to the right. This allows them to see all 
the details you have brought to your work. The 

inclination of the brow is also important. The head 
should not be bent back too much, otherwise the 
family will see the chin and nostrils of the deceased 
first, and the reverse is not much better either. If 
the head is tilted too far forward, it will give the 
impression that the deceased has no neck and it will 
appear compressed and swollen. 

You now have 98% of the work done. All that 
is missing is the final cosmetic touch to recreate the 
natural look of the deceased. But at this stage the 
deceased has regained his or her familiar features. 
These may have been attenuated by illness, or by 
long-term care. The family will be happy to be 
reunited with their loved one with a healthy and 
peaceful appearance. They will hopefully forever 
remember this beautiful image of their loved one, 
created by you, by carefully utilizing your skills 
and professionalism. Only an embalmer knows and 
masters these procedures. It is our specialty, and it 
is a unique skill set. 

Vincent is a graduate of College Rosemont’s 
Funeral Service Program in Montreal Quebec, 
Canada and is fully licensed in Quebec.  
He is the Quebec sales representative for 
Dodge Canada.
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We have all been asked at one time or another, “Can 
I see my child?” That heart wrenching phrase should 
almost always be answered with a resounding, “YES, 
we will do everything within our power to allow you 
to say goodbye properly.” Often, the most difficult 
of cases are viewable if you are willing to put in the 
time and effort. Too often these cases are quickly 
dismissed as unviewable.   

Sometimes this means calling in a mentor, a 
trade person, or a coworker. This is not to say you are 
not capable of doing the task at hand, but sometimes 
a second opinion and another set of eyes can greatly 
improve your results. Embalmers have egos and, as 
skilled as one may be, a great embalmer will learn 
from whomever they can, whenever they can. 

Often when I am undertaking a reconstructive 
case, I must step away for a while, only to return and 
either be pleasantly surprised at the results or see 
some flaws in my work which I had not seen prior 
to stepping away. Early in my career I can remember 
several occasions when I was working for hours and 
hours on a difficult restorative art case and my father 
Bill, who was also a licensed embalmer and funeral 
director, would come and check on me in the prep 
room. I will never forget what he said to me on more 
than one occasion. He would tell me “Sean, they 
looked better an hour ago. Walk away.” Followed by, 
“They will look great under the lights and through 
the tears.” Over the years I have taken that to heart.  

Every embalmer can grow to become good at 
performing restorative art tasks. One must believe 
in oneself. You will only learn and hone your skills 
by trial and error. Once you believe you can do it, it 
becomes much easier. Not every case will be a home 
run, and not every mom and dad will walk up to that 
casket and see their child and immediately turn to 
you and give you hugs. In fact, there will be several 
times they do not say anything at all and that is okay. 
There will also be times they will claim, “It does not 
look like my child.” But I have learned to accept an 
array of reactions from distraught family members 
when I know I have done my best and they were able 
to see their loved one and say goodbye.  

A few years back I attended a seminar that 
helped me get over the feeling of being overwhelmed 
during my initial case analysis of a severe restorative 
case. The presenter talked about tackling one task at 
a time, rather than looking at the whole picture and 
throwing in the towel. Okay, the left ear is missing, 
but the right ear is intact. I can fix that. Both eyes 
are severely crushed, but his nose is fine. I can fix 
that. In other words, I have learned to focus on each 
individual task. Then I think, if this were the only 
problem, I wouldn’t have a problem. This “one step 
at a time” approach has really helped me overcome 
any doubt about being able to tackle even the  
worst cases. 

Every day I try to learn to be a better embalmer, 
even from unlikely sources. For instance, I have been 
a clinical embalming instructor for Worsham College 
of Mortuary Science for many years, and more than 
once when in the process of demonstrating to a 
student how to perform a procedure, they stated, 
“That’s nice but my mom prefers this way of doing 
that.” Most of the time I respond with, “Well, that’s 
great but I need to teach you this way.” But every 
so often I stop and say to myself, “Holy cow, that’s 
genius.” Then I incorporate that method into my 
toolbox of knowledge. 

One important type of information I have 
learned is regarding measurements of the face and 
their proportional guides. I was asked a couple of 
years ago to coauthor a new restorative art textbook. 
Wow, what an eye opener that was! While doing 
research for the book I came across techniques that 
I could not believe I wasn’t using on a daily basis. 
I learned simple guidelines of measurement when 
for years I had been just trusting my sight to see if 
everything lined up. But none of this means anything 
if you do not have a properly well-embalmed body 
on which to perform restorative art. 

Recently, I was called upon to assist in the 
restoration of three family members who perished in 
a fatal automobile accident. The father, mother, and 
their adult son were all killed instantly as they were 
pulling out of a shopping mall and a vehicle crashed 

While doing 
research for the 
book I came 
across techniques 
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believe I wasn’t 
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Now as a team 
we were going 
to make the dad 
presentable. 
I started by 
checking my 
measurements 
with the photos 
that the family 
had brought in. 
They were  
spot on.

into them at a speed in excess of 100 miles per hour. 
It was a horrible sight to see with debris scattered 
everywhere. The lead embalmer who reached out to 
me wanted to discuss which chemicals would be ideal 
for each of the three cases. Once they had received 
all three victims into their care, I immediately made 
the trip to the funeral home. 

I was surprised to see that the mother and 
adult son were not as bad as I had imagined. Other 
than a few abrasions and a 
couple of small lacerations 
on their faces, they were 
good. The father, however, 
was badly banged up. His 
left supraorbital ridge was 
crushed and his upper lip 
and all of his upper teeth 
were gone. His skin was 
also torn from above his left 
zygomatic arch all the way to 
the left ear canal. My initial 
case analysis was complete. 
While they were not as bad 
as I had suspected, I knew 
that the embalmer had a full 
night ahead of him, properly 
embalming them to ensure 
that we would have dry, viable tissue to work with 
the following day. 

We discussed which chemicals he should use to 
assure optimal results. There is nothing worse than 
trying to perform any type of restorative art on 
poorly embalmed tissue. While I was still onsite, I 
assisted him in pretreating the exposed tissue with a 
cauterant. We chose Basic Dryene to treat the open 
lacerations, since this will dry the tissue completely 
as well as bleach it. We covered the surrounding 
areas with a thin layer of Kalon Massage Cream to 
prevent any runoff and unwanted bleaching of the 
good tissue. 

Then we settled on an 8.5 percent solution of 
a combination of Introfiant OTC and Chromatech 
Tan. We chose 8.5 percent for the simple reason 
we did not want to risk tissue gas forming and, of 
course, we wanted a well-preserved body to work 
with. I entered our preferences into the Dodge 
Arterial Solution Calculator. We used 36 oz. of 
Introfiant OTC and 50 oz. of Chromatech Tan. We 
then added 16 oz. of Rectifiant, 16 oz. of Proflow, 
and 138 oz. of water to make a two gallon solution. I 
chose Introfiant for the obvious reason of this being a 
difficult case. But I chose Chromatech because it has 
a humectant built into it which will keep the tissue 
pliable after embalming. I have made the mistake 
before of over embalming and having the skin turn 
leathery, not ideal for restorative art. 

I let the embalmer get to work and told him 
to give me a call once the family had brought in the 
photos he had requested. I headed home and thought 
about how to tackle the task at hand. I couldn’t wait 
until the following day so I obtained photos of the 
family via social media. Looking at pictures of the 
father I got to work figuring out how far the upper 
lip should be from the base of his nose. His nose was 

completely intact so I would use that landmark by 
which to figure out where everything else should be. 

I called the embalmer and asked him to measure 
the nose for me in millimeters from the bridge of the 
nose to the base of the nose. The measurement was 
62 millimeters. I then measured that same distance 
on the photo I was looking at. That measurement 
was 13 millimeters. I then divided the measurement 
from the deceased by the measurement from the 

picture to obtain our scale 
number. 62 divided by 13 = 
4.7 which was now our scale 
number. I then measured 
from the picture the distance 
from the base of his nose to 
top of his lip. This measured 
4 millimeters, so I simply 
figured 4 millimeters X 4.7 
(our scale number) which 
is 18.8 millimeters. So, I 
now knew that his upper 
lip needed to be about 19 
millimeters from the base of 
his nose. I then grabbed some 
modeling wax from my grip 
and started constructing the 

upper lip. 
The next afternoon I was notified that the 

body had been well embalmed, and that the family 
had delivered the requested photos to the funeral 
home. When I arrived the on-staff embalmer had the 
mother and the son completely done. They looked 
great. Now as a team we were going to make the dad 
presentable. I started by checking my measurements 
with the photos that the family had brought in. They 
were spot on. 

My first goal was to achieve an anchor to which 
the wax could adhere. First I used the tissue reducer 
to cauterize the open wounds. We achieved this 
without the use of any massage cream because unlike 
the outer layer of skin we were not concerned with 
charring or discoloring the tissue. Then I separated a 
piece of Padco into extremely thin strips. I covered 
the open wounds with this thin cotton and then 
coated it with Pore Closer. Once completely dried, 
it is almost like cement, but the best part is that the 
hardened cotton gives it a texture which will allow 
the wax to easily affix itself to it. 

Once we were satisfied with the placement of 
the lips and the supraorbital ridge as well as filling 
in other areas in need, we used Dry Wash II and our 
fingers to smooth out any areas of wax in need of 
attention. We also used a fine brush dipped in Dry 
Wash II to smooth out areas of wax within the left ear 
as well as in the left eye area. The left eyebrow was 
75 percent there, however, it was severely lacerated. 
We carefully glued the lacerated tissue back together 
using Aron Alpha glue. We applied the Aron Alpha 
to the cardboard tip of a match and then carefully 
applied it where it was needed. This method provides 
precise application with no runoff or mess. I learned 
this little trick from a fellow Dodge Representative. 

Then we decided to check our facial proportions 
one last time. First we divided the face into thirds. 

continued on page 17

fig. 1 
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All of the urns are sized appropriately for placement in a standard-size niche or burial.

· Dimensions:  6 ¼” H x 9” W x 7 ¼” D
· Capacity 210 cu. in.
· Urn opens from bottom and includes plastic bag and tie.
· Personalization is available for an additional charge.
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Hairline to the eyebrows, eyebrows to the base of 
the nose, and base of the nose to the base of the chin. 
These were all equal thirds. Everything lined up. So, 
we took it further and decided to break down the 
lower third of the face into thirds of its own. This can 
be done by measuring from the base of the nose to 
the line of lip closure, then measuring from the line 
of the lip closure to the top of the chin, and finally 
measuring from the top of the chin to the base of the 
chin. Each of these should be equal thirds (see fig. 1). 
We then measured from his right ear lobe to the tip 
of his nose. We knew this was a correct measurement 
because we did not have to reconstruct any of that. 
Then we measured from his left earlobe to the tip of 
his nose to make sure it was the same distance as the 
right side. Everything lined up. 

Finally, we double checked his left eye, on which 
we had done some extensive waxing. We did this 
by making sure the center of his eye lined up with 
the corner of his mouth. Lastly, we double checked 
that the left eyebrow we had created was properly 
placed by drawing an imaginary vertical line from 
the interior start of the brow down to the wing of the 
nose. I also used a hair dryer on the larger area on the 
cheek to partly melt some Wound Filler. This aids in 
getting it everywhere it needs to be and allows one 
to smooth it out a little easier. 

We were happy with how far we had come so we 
decided to give the waxed areas some lifelike pores, 
using a stippling brush. Then we applied a thin layer 
of Pore Closer to all the waxed areas, which would 
allow us to cosmetize later without disrupting the 
wax. We decided that we would meet in the morning 
to finish our work. We were fortunate that time was 
on our side, I have learned the hard way that if you do 
not allow your Pore Closer to completely dry before 
you attempt to cosmetize, you are asking for trouble 
and will likely have to redo much of your work. 

I arrived bright and early at the funeral home 
the next morning and we wasted no time getting 
started. First we brought the mother and the son 
into the main chapel and discussed in what order we 
should have them laid out. We decided they would 
all need cosmetic lighting in the form of torchiere 
lamps because the alcove lighting at the funeral 
home would not cover all three caskets, it was not 
designed for that. So we now had mother and son 
placed in their respective spots and we were happy 
with the way they looked. The on-staff embalmer did 
an amazing job as usual. 

We then headed back to the preparation room 
to cosmetize Dad. After some conversation about 
whether we should use Airbrush, Liquid Perma, or 
Aquachrome cosmetics, we decided the airbrush 
application would serve us well because it would be 
less intrusive to our wax work. So we pulled out the 
airbrush kit, laid everything out, and I was choosing 
our underlying tones to apply first, when I was 
informed that the airbrush gun was missing pieces, 
probably misplaced by the last person that cleaned it. 

So on to plan B. We opted for Liquid Perma 
Cosmetic Medium Flesh. I applied this gently 
and evenly to the entire facial area, allowing it 
to completely dry. Here again I gingerly used a 

hairdryer to assist and expedite the drying process. 
When attempting this it is wise to keep the hairdryer 
at least twelve inches away from the surface and use 
a back and forth waving motion. This will prevent 
the dryer from localizing on one spot and melting 
everything you have accomplished. 

I then used Liquid Perma Cosmetic Male to add 
highlights and some shadowing where needed, with 
special attention to the nasolabial fold and the wings 
of the nose. I then highlighted the cheekbones just a 
little. I love the Liquid Perma cosmetic line because 
you can apply it to completely cover the skin, or you 
can apply it thinly so that it is translucent, allowing 
freckles and natural blemishes to show through your 
cosmetics. This may be achieved either by applying 
a thin layer or, if needed, you can cut your Perma 
liquid cosmetics with Dry Wash II. 

After a few touchups here and there and applying 
a touch of color to the lips, I then used a powder 
brush to remove some of the cosmetic. I almost 
removed the lip color, leaving just enough color 
showing. I used my powder atomizer to powder it 
down a tad. To finish I gave him a quick spray of Ultra 
Setting Vaporizer which sets the cosmetics. We were 
happy with the results. It was time for him to join his 
wife and son in the chapel. Once under the lights he 
really looked good. I was satisfied with our efforts. 
The family was scheduled to arrive in just over two 
hours. I excused myself and told the embalmer to 
please let me know the family’s reaction, if any.  

A few hours later I received a call from the 
owner of the funeral home. As I looked at the caller 
I.D. I carefully pulled my vehicle off the road, feeling 
a bit of nervousness with a side of anxiety. I hit accept 
and said hello, and she told me the family was very 
pleased. She also informed me that the brother of 
the father who perished had been the one to identify 
the three family members at the medical examiner’s 
office and he was shocked at how much better they 
all looked. 

While this was great news and music to my ears, 
I started to think, what if the brother decided on not 
having a service with a viewing? The last image of his 
brother, sister-in-law, and nephew would not have 
been a good one, to say the least. 

Through teamwork and determination, we were 
able to give this suffering family a pleasant experience 
in which to say goodbye and hopefully they were 
able to start their grieving process. I believe every 
family should have the right to see their loved one 
before final disposition. I will continue to strive to 
learn from whomever I can in the hopes of always 
becoming better.

Summer 2021

We opted for 
Liquid Perma 
Cosmetic Medium 
Flesh. I applied 
this gently and 
evenly to the 
entire facial 
area, allowing 
it to completely 
dry. Here again 
I gingerly used a 
hairdryer to assist 
and expedite the 
drying process.

continued from page 15

Sean joined Dodge in 2019 as a sales 
representative in Northern Illinois and 
Chicagoland. He also serves as an Embalming 
Laboratory Instructor at Worsham College 
of Mortuary Science, and has authored a 
textbook, “Creating Natural Form.”  Sean 
is also the immediate past Chairman of the 
North American Division of the British 
Institute of Embalmers.
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Full information regarding hotel rates, registration, and 
speakers is available on the Seminars tab at 

shop.dodgeco.com.

Flamingo Hotel & Casino – Las Vegas, Nevada
November 11 & 12, 2021



DODGE TECHNICAL SEMINAR  
 

November 11 & 12, 2021  Las Vegas, NV 

T  T  
 

N  11  
F  

 

N  12  

9:00am -  
10:00am 

Embalming Infants and Children 
Tom Buist 

Pandemic: The Reality and History 
of the Last 100 Years and Its Impact 

Bill Werner 

10:15am -  
11:15am 

Know Your Bugs 
Kim Collison 

The Resurgence of 
Preventable Diseases 

Kim Collison 

11:30am -  
12:30pm 

My Most Challenging Restoration Cases 
Jack Adams 

Overcoming Difficulties: Delayed 
Embalming and Emaciated Cases 

Sean Sweetman 

12:30pm -  
1:30pm 

LUNCH For Registered Seminar 
Attendees 

DONE For The Day - Enjoy The 
Afternoon! 

1:30pm -  
2:30pm 

Long Term Refrigeration with Dehydration 
Tawnia Steinhoff  

2:45pm -  
3:45pm 

Preserving and Restoring Tissue Donors 
Tim Collison  

4:00pm - 
5:00pm 

Feature Building and Cosmetics: 
What to Look For 
Adam Rogalsky 

 

CEUs: Continuing education credits for licensed funeral directors will be available, pending individual 
state/province approvals. Due to high-fee filing requirements, we no longer apply for credits from Virginia 

or Kentucky. We’ll be applying for a total of 9 credits - 6 for Thursday & 3 for Friday. 
 

The Seminar has been accredited by the Academy of Professional Funeral Service Practice for 9 CEUs.  

The Dodge Institute For Advanced Mortuary Studies 
9 Progress Road  Billerica, MA  01821 

TEL (800) 443-6343 / (978) 600-2099 - SECURE FAX (978) 600-2336 
seminars@dodgeco.com  ~  www.dodgeco.com ~ shop.dodgeco.com 

Continental Breakfast will be available each morning  
for all seminar attendees when you arrive at the meeting room. 
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The donation of organs and tissues post-mortem is be-
coming more and more widely practiced. While these 
donations can cause much more work for embalm-
ers and funeral staff when preparing the deceased for 
viewing, a good viewing experience can be achieved. 

Enucleation is the removal of the entire eyeball, 
which then allows parts of the eyeball to be processed 
for transplantation to improve or even restore sight. 
In this guide we will look at how to reconstruct the 
deceased following enucleation.
Beginning

The care of donor patients often starts when they 
are transferred from the recovery facility into the care 
of the funeral home. It is advisable that an application 
of White Kalon Massage Cream be made to the facial 
features as soon as possible, when the deceased is re-
ceived. Application of the massage cream is best made 
with a 1” spreading brush. This will help to protect the 
features as preparation begins. Once the preparation is 
started, the facial features should be disinfected with 
Dis-Spray and swabbed clean with cotton wool. Any 
packing or eye caps inserted into the eye socket by the 
tissue recovery service should be removed and the eye 
socket should be disinfected and swabbed clean.  

White Kalon Massage Cream had been applied 
to the facial features of the deceased, prior to placing 
the body into cold storage in advance of preparation or 
embalming taking place.  

Using a fine point forceps, the eye cap and  
packing material inserted by the tissue recovery  
service are gently removed, making sure not to cause 
damage to the surrounding tissues.  

Restorative materials are removed from the eye 
socket. The cotton wool is wet and bloody, and left  
unchecked, will continue to draw moisture from the 
eye socket, leading to dehydration. 

The eye sockets are disinfected with Dis-Spray. 
The eye socket is swabbed clean and dried. Ensuring 
the eye socket is clean and dried helps with cauteriza-
tion and preventing leakage later in the process. 

Once the eye sockets have been cleaned,  
disinfected, and dried, loosely pack them with clean 
cotton wool. The cotton wool packing will later be 
saturated with Basic Dryene or Dryene II. This will 
cauterize the back of the eye socket and help prevent 
leakage after preparation or embalming.  

Treatment of Cases Where Enucleation 
Has Taken Place

continued on page 22

Ben Whitworth, CFSP, Dip FD, LMBIFD, MBIE, MEAE, MNZEA
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A further application of White Kalon Massage 
Cream should be made around the eyes and to the 
surrounding tissues. This forms a protective barrier 
from the cauterant that could otherwise bleach the tis-
sues and create discolorations and marks that would 
have to be cosmetized. Once the massage cream is 
applied, use a coarse needle and a suitable syringe to 
saturate the cotton wool in the eye socket with Basic  
Dryene or Dryene II. Be careful not to over-saturate the  
cotton wool and allow the cauterant to spill onto the 
surrounding facial tissues. 

The cotton wool in the eye socket is saturated 
with cauterant, which is left to sit through the rest of 
the preparation and embalming.  

Once the cauterant is applied to the cotton wool 
in the eye socket, a fresh, clean eye cap is inserted over 
the cotton wool, and the eyelid is temporarily closed, 
in a suitable position. The eye cap can be coated with 
Kalip Stay Cream, which will help to hold the eye lid 
in place during preparation. 

During Preparation and Embalming
After the eye socket has been cleaned and 

disinfected and the cauterant pack is in place, the 
operator can continue with the rest of the preparation, 
embalming, and washing as directed. It should be 

remembered that the longer the cauterant pack is left in 
place the better. It is the author’s preference that cleaning 
and cauterization of the eye sockets should take place 
first and then the operator should carry on with the  
cleaning, disinfection, and setting of the facial features.  

Once everything has been carried out, the eye 
caps and cauterant packs in the eye sockets can be  
removed and the eye sockets can be prepared for  
reconstruction and final positioning.

These cotton/cauterant packs have been removed 
after the deceased has been embalmed. The minimal 
amount of arterial fluid on the cotton shows how  
effective the pre-embalming cauterization of the  
eye socket  is at preventing leakage. Not adequately  
cauterizing the eye socket during preparation and  
embalming can lead to further leakage which can cause 
problems for the funeral director as well as affecting the  
overall viewing experience.  

You can see how dry the eye socket is, after the 
application of the cauterant pack. This is the perfect 
base to work with, for the reconstruction and shaping 
of the eye socket to create a natural eye closure.  
The dry tissue helps to prevent leakage later on. 

Q-S Powder is applied to the back of the eye 
socket. This will absorb and solidify any leakage from 
the back of the eye socket and prevent it leaking out 
and staining the facial tissues.  

Once the Q-S Powder has been applied, use the 
heavy compound injector to apply enough Inr-Seel to 
take the place of the missing eyeball. The Inr-Seel will 
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continued from page 20



form an additional seal to prevent leakage and is also 
moldable and easy to adjust when shaping the eyelids. 
When injecting the Inr-Seel, you can always inject 
slightly less than you think you need. A good rule 
of thumb is to bring the level of Inr-Seel to slightly  
under the orbit of the eye. The eye cap that is inserted 
over the Inr-Seel can be coated in Kalip and filled  
with Inr-Seel to give better shape and control and  
positioning of the eyelid as needed.  

When the eye cap has been inserted, the eyelids 
should be positioned gently over it. The most natural 
eye closure is achieved when the lower eyelid is raised 
one third of the way up over the eye cap and the  
upper eyelid is lowered two thirds of the way down 
over the eye cap. Once you’re happy with the position 
of the eyelids, the eyelashes and surrounding tissues 
can be cleaned of any residual Massage Cream, Kalip, 
or Inr-Seel. This can be done using a small cotton swab, 
moistened with a little Dry Wash II. 

Once everything has been cleaned, all of the  
facial tissues can be coated with Silcolan. Silcolan is 
an emollient liquid which keeps the tissues moistur-

ized and forms an excellent base for cosmetic applica-
tion if needed. The end result is a natural eye closure, 
with well-embalmed tissues and uniform distribution 
of color. Enucleation need not affect the embalming  
process or the final presentation of the deceased.

Embalming Summary
This decedent died late December 2020 and 

was embalmed on January 14, 2021, after donation 
of the eyeballs and case review by H.M Coroner. 
The deceased was kept in cold storage during this 
time, although there was some dehydration to the 
facial tissues. After treatment of the eye sockets, the 
embalming was performed in the following way. 

A single point injection was performed, using the 
right common carotid artery for injection and drain-
age being taken from the right jugular vein. A drain 
tube was used to build up internal pressure and allow 
for intermittent drainage. A pressure of 100psi was 
used, along with a rate of flow of 20 oz. per minute. 
Pulsation was used. 

The Arterial solution was as follows: 
• Two – 16 oz. bottles of Rectifiant
• Two – 16 oz. bottles of Proflow 
• Two – 16 oz. bottles of Restorative 
• Two – 16 oz. bottles of Introfiant 
• One – 16 oz. bottle of Chromatech Pink
After arterial injection, cavity aspiration was de-

layed for 30 minutes, while the main incision was su-
tured closed. The deceased was washed and dried, as 
was the hair, and the eye sockets were reconstructed. 
The delay in aspiration allows for the arterial fluid to 
diffuse deeper into the tissues and enhances the overall 
coloration of the tissues as well as providing reliable 
preservation. 

Following cavity aspiration, two 16 oz. bottles 
of Metafix was injected and distributed between the  
thoracic and abdominal cavities. The trocar incision 
was closed using a Multi-Closure Button. 

23 Summer 2021

Ben is a Sales Consultant with The MazWell
Group Ltd. His time is split between visiting
customers across the UK and in the office
where he assists with technical enquiries. An
active funeral director and embalmer, Ben is
an accredited Tutor of the British Institute of
Embalmers and writes for several professional
journals across the world.
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As embalmers we face challenges every day in the 
preparation room. Emaciation, jaundice, time 
management, and communication between director 
and embalmer are among some of those challenges 
we have to deal with on a daily basis. But then we 
have the dreaded “e” word…edema. 

Mayer’s textbook, Embalming: History, Theory, 
and Practice defines edema as “the abnormal collection 
of fluid in tissue spaces, serous cavities, or both.” We 
have all had our share of edematous cases ranging 
from mild to extreme. We know what happens when 
you embalm these cases properly and, on the other 
hand, what can happen when these cases are not 
handled as well as they could be. 

The first thing we have to think about when 
dealing with edema is what type of arterial solution 
are we going to use? Edema is a buildup of fluids in 
the body which causes the reverse of the cross linking 
of proteins after the embalming process is complete, 
which can lead to a false sense of preservation. If 
you inject with a solution that has water in it, you 
are just adding more water to an already waterlogged 
body further adding to the chance of a false sense of 
preservation. Therefore, I would highly recommend 
a waterless solution. 

When we see edema in the body there is a 
high chance that they had organ failure or were on 
medication for another underlying ailment which 
led to the buildup of excess fluids in the body. This 
is another reason why I recommend a waterless 
solution, to increase your index. If your solution is 
weak there is a chance that your chemicals will be 
neutralized therefore becoming ineffective because 
they are not strong enough to overcome the high 
alkaline pH of a body that has been on medication. 
My general chemical selection for an edematous case 
is two bottles of Rectifiant, two bottles of Proflow, 
and two to three bottles of Introfiant. Depending on 
the size or severity of the edema, I sometimes have to 
make a second similar solution. 

I had a case one time where the amount of hospital 
acquired edema was so great that the face itself was 
disfigured and unrecognizable. If I had just injected 
the body alone and not attempted physical reduction 
of the edema, the family would have seen no value in 
embalming and I would’ve done them a disservice. 
Luckily for me I was given a couple of days to treat 
the decedent and give the family a recognizable face 
to see at the visitation. 

I began by mixing a strong waterless solution 
using the chemicals I listed earlier. Next, I raised both 
the right and left carotid arteries, both of the axillary 
arteries, and both of the iliac arteries, but did not tie 

any of them off. Because this woman had a massive 
amount of generalized edema I knew that I was going 
to have to inject each limb separately in order to get 
the adequate amount of solution into the entire body. 

Starting with the right carotid, I injected on pulse 
down towards the trunk at 140 lbs. pressure and about 
12 oz. rate of flow on a closed system. Even though I 
was still going to inject every limb, I wanted to make 
sure the trunk was arterially treated as well. After I 
had injected about one quart of my solution, I tied off 
the left carotid artery in order to build up pressure 
in the head during injection. I then injected up the 
right carotid into the head at 140 lbs. pressure and 6 
oz. rate of flow. While the face was being injected I 
opened drainage but had a pair of arterial hemostats 
available to clamp it off intermittently in order to 
maintain some pressure throughout injection. 

Once the head was sufficiently preserved I 
injected each of the limbs. I used the same high 
pressure but I also raised my rate of flow to about 
10. I followed the arterial injection with a thorough 
aspiration. I also treated the cavity with two bottles 
of PermaCav 50. Any time that I am dealing with an 
edemic case I will always reaspirate the following day 
once the chemical has had time to work and push all 
of the edema out of the organs and surrounding tissue 
into the cavity area. 

Now that the chemical treatment of her edema 
was complete, it was time for the physical reduction 
part. Since I was going to spend most of my time 
on her face I started on the limbs. Taking a trocar, I 
inserted it into each leg in two separate spots. First in 
the area of the calf almost right below the knee and, 
second, right into the area where the hamstring meets 
the gluteus on the side. Using the trocar, I channeled 
the areas and inserted torn pieces of a sheet as my 
absorbent material to wick out the moisture. I then 
placed the legs on a leg raiser. 

Next I moved onto the arms. I inserted my 
trocar in the upper forearm area right below and 
slightly to the outside of the elbow. I ran the trocar 
up from the elbow area into the back of the hand to 
disrupt the large accumulation of fluid there. When 
you do this you have to be wary when going over the 
wrist bone that you do not accidentally angle it wrong 
and tear through the tissue of the back of the hand. 
The second area of the arm that I channeled was right 
below the shoulder in the upper triceps area. I used 
the same type of wicks in these areas as well. I then 
positioned the arms up with head blocks underneath 
her elbows. One thing to keep in mind is whatever 
you are draining your wicks into, try not to have the 
wick themselves long enough to be in the pool of 

The Dreaded “E” Word…
Edema

By Jessica Major, CFSP

My general 
chemical 
selection for an 
edematous case 
is two bottles 
of Rectifiant, 
two bottles of a 
Proflow, and two 
to three bottles 
of Introfiant. 
Depending on the 
size or severity 
of the edema, I 
sometimes have 
to make a second 
similar solution.

continued on page 26



Action embalming powder preserves, deodorizes, and creates firmness.
Assured performance on burned, traumatized, and decomposed tissue beyond arterial injection. 

Action is your best choice for treating areas of putrefaction, bed sores, ulcerations etc. 
Try it on edematous limbs, inside pouches, caskets, grave vaults, crypts, and mausoleums. 

And don’t forget to try Action for autopsied viscera.
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You always want 
to remember 
whenever you 
channel an 
edemic face, that 
any incision or 
hole you make is 
from the higher 
area to the lower 
area. This will 
help minimize 
any leakage that 
may occur.

When I use a 
tissue reducer I 
try to have two 
plugged in at 
the same time 
so when one of 
them cools down 
I don’t have to 
stop to wait for it 
to heat back up.

fluid. I find it makes my wicks more efficient if they 
remain dripping. 

Now that the limbs were taken care of, it was 
time to start work on her face. I had not set her 
features prior to injection due to the disfiguring 
amount of swelling. Some of the edema had come 
down simply due to the chemical injection but I  
was now about to completely remove the edema  
that remained. 

I started by taking her head off of the head block 
so I could have a better angle to channel up her neck 
and into her jowls. Using the trocar and my carotid 
incision sites I was able to disrupt a lot of the edema 
up her neck and into the lower areas of her cheeks. 
I then placed her head back on a head block to begin 
work on the rest of her face. I used a small syringe to 
remove some of the vitreous humor so I had more 
working room with her eyes when I channeled them. 

Using a scalpel, I made incisions inside of her 
mouth within her cheeks, and along the lower inside 
of her bottom lip. Next I used a hypodermic needle 
to channel the face. You always want to remember 
whenever you channel an edemic face, that any 
incision or hole you make is from the higher area to 
the lower area. This will help minimize any leakage 
that may occur. 

Taking my syringe, I inserted it from the 
scalp along the top of her forehead and channeled 
downwards towards her eyebrows. Next I went 
a little lower in the scalp right above her ear and 
channeled her cheek area as well as both her upper 
and lower eyelids. I then went from inside each 
nostril and channeled up each side of her nose. For 
the lips I inserted the needle from the corner of her 
mouth into both the upper and lower lips. Finally, I 
took a pair of scissors and inserted them inside the 
lower eyelid and down into the cheek. 

Now that I had made all of my channels I 
was ready to begin the arduous task of manual 
manipulation. To reduce any chance of skin slip, I 
placed a thick layer of Kalon Massage Cream over 
the face and cut up several medium sized pieces of 
plastic wrap. I find that if I use one single piece of 
plastic wrap on the face I cannot manipulate the tissue 
as easily as if I use one piece for each side of the face, 
plus extra in case I tear one. 

Massage cream and plastic in place, I began 
pushing the edema out through all of the holes I 
had made from channeling. Because I had removed 
some of the vitreous humor I was able to place my 
forefinger under her eyelids and using my thumb 
pressed down to move the edema out of her eyes and 
out through the needle holes. I used a similar method 
for the lips as well. Due to the large volume of edema 
in this woman’s head, this process took me quite a 
while. Some time and a pair of sore, tired arms later, 
her face had almost regained its normal shape. 

I had successfully removed the majority of edema 

from her face. Since I had one more day to work with 
her I decided to place more wicks in her neck and face 
to further draw out any liquid. I placed wicks up both 
the areas I channeled from her carotid incisions up her 
neck, two small wicks on either side of her lips down 
into her cheeks, and two small wicks into the area 
underneath the lower lid where I had channeled with 
scissors. I recommend smaller wicks in the mouth 
and eyes because if you use a wick that is too big you 
risk causing demarcations in the tissue that you will 
have to correct. I then left her overnight. 

The next morning when I came in her limbs had 
come down considerably, to the point where she 
could wear shoes again and her hands did not look 
like they were on the verge of the tissue erupting. 
Her face had also continued to come down to being 
recognizable to her photo. Unfortunately, because 
her tissue had been stretched to its limits from the 
excessive amount of edema, by removing this, the 
tissue was now marred by many wrinkles. Good 
thing I had my trusty tissue reducer! 

But I am getting ahead of myself, I still had to 
reaspirate and close all my incisions. The good thing 
about using a trocar for the channeling sites is that as 
long as you insert it in cleanly and do not widen the 
original entrance site by moving around too much, 
you can close it with a simple Multi-Closure Button. 
And since I had removed the edema from the limbs, 
I was able to suture my incisions with no problem 
of leakage. When I reaspirated her I removed a large 
volume of liquid again. I then injected her cavity with 
one more bottle of PermaCav 50. 

Now that my incisions were closed and I had 
treated her cavity a second time I was ready to work 
on her face. The swelling was gone but I was left 
with a very wrinkle filled area. When I use a tissue 
reducer I try to have two plugged in at the same time 
so when one of them cools down I don’t have to stop 
to wait for it to heat back up. I put a liberal amount 
of massage cream all over her face and began ironing 
out the grooves. Another thing I will use the tissue 
reducer for is to seal the incisions I made inside her 
mouth by cauterizing them with the heat. 

Through chemical and physical treatment 
of edema the woman before me had gone from 
completely unrecognizable to this family, as their 
mother, wife, and sister. They could now hold the 
hands that they had held their whole lives, not the 
swollen ones they had held at the end in the hospital. 
She could wear her shoes that matched her dress 
so perfectly because her feet were no longer twice 
their normal size. And they could see the woman 
they had known before she had fallen sick and been 
hospitalized. 

We need to remember that people don’t 
choose embalming just for preservation, though it 
is an important aspect of embalming for sure, they 
also need to see the value of the restoration side of 
what we can do. By taking the time and effort to not 
just chemically treat this edematous woman, but to 
also physically remove it, the family had a pleasant 
experience at one of the hardest and saddest times of 
their lives.

Jessica Major, CFSP is a full-time embalmer working 
at the Vancouver Personal Care Centre, one of the 
largest decedent care facilities in Canada. She can be 
reached at: jessica.raye.major@gmail.com.

continued from page 24
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The cost of a product or service is relative. The 
preparation and presentation of both my mother and 
father upon their respective deaths (2014 and 1979) 
was priceless…and remains so after many years.  
I could never put a monetary value on the memory 
picture my colleagues provided my family. Without 
question you and I have done the same for countless 
others. The physician heals the sick. The embalmer 
heals the bereaved. 

Making funeral arrangements many years ago was 
much simpler when funeral homes used “Unit Pricing.” 
The price tag on a casket in the selection room included 
the retail cost of the casket, professional services, 
preparation of the deceased, facilities and equipment, 
and automotive equipment. Additional costs were for 
the vault or urn, and cash advances. The latter consisted 
of the cemetery or crematory fees, clergy honorarium, 
newspaper notices, certified copies of death, burial 
permit, organist, soloist, sexton if a church, synagogue, 
or mosque service, hairdresser, etc. 

We labeled this the traditional service because most 
everyone had the same. Unless a body was decomposed 
or lost at sea, every funeral consisted of an embalming, 
a visitation the day prior to the service, and a funeral the 
following day with the body present. This is no longer 
traditional. Earth interments outnumbered cremations. 
Some, usually the wealthy, chose entombment in a 
mausoleum. Now there is direct cremation with no 
embalming and a memorial service several days or even 
months following the death. 

Funeral directors calculated their overhead 
expenses and divided that by the average number of 
funerals they provided during the year. This amount, 
plus the retail price of the casket, is what families saw 
on each casket offered. Caskets, burial vaults, and urns 
were sold with a moderate markup which accounted 
for a reasonable and fair profit. This was necessary, 
as with any business, to operate and to improve the 
facility, including updating the automotive equipment. 

When the Federal Trade Commission  instituted 
The Funeral Rule (enacted on April 30, 1984, and 
amended in 1994), all funeral homes were required 
to provide a General Price List with a break-down 
of charges, such as professional services, embalming 
and other preparation of the deceased, facilities and 
equipment, and automotive equipment. The range 
in prices for merchandise…caskets/vaults/urns/
register books/acknowledgement cards/prayer cards, 
etc., are also presented to a family along with a casket 
price list, an urn price list, and a vault price list. The 
selected services and merchandise are then noted on 
the Statement of Goods & Services form which is a legal 
and binding contract signed by both the licensed funeral 
director and the individual who is assuming financial 
responsibility. 

It seems to me that when costs were first 
itemized, some families began to question the need for 
embalming, especially if they didn’t see the value of it. 

Unfortunately, this was often caused by what they had 
previously witnessed. 

For families who want their loved one embalmed, 
and question the cost, how would you explain this fee 
on your General Price List? You wouldn’t describe the 
supplies needed, but rather you would explain that 
there are expenses incurred in accomplishing this, such 
as the establishment or purchase of the funeral home, 
licensing, staffing 24/7, 365 days a year with benefits, 
continuing education, heat, lights, insurance, taxes, 
maintenance, equipment, instruments, supplies in the 
preparation room, etc. 

We can all agree that the fee charged a family for 
embalming is considerably more than what a funeral 
home pays for their chemicals and supplies. In addition 
to the chemicals, there are other items needed such 
as cotton, eye caps, mouth formers, injector needles, 
Kalip Stay Cream, Kalon White Massage Cream, 
suture thread, incision sealing powder, soap, a cold 
disinfecting sterilant, cosmetics, plastic garments, 
gloves, protective attire for the embalmer, disposable 
covering sheets for the deceased, etc. 

The more chemicals a funeral home purchases 
from Dodge the less they pay. Every Dodge customer 
is treated the same, without exception. Our Chemical 
Price List notes all pricing levels for quantity buying of 
case chemicals and is available at shop.dodgeco.com. 

Once a firm purchases $750 or more of eligible 
chemicals in a rolling twelve month period, they are 
charged 1.25% less on subsequent purchases, 2.5% less 
on $1,875, 3.75% less on $3,750, 5% less on $7,500, 
continuing to the 13th level. We refer to this as the 
“Loyalty Plan.” The chemicals are our arterials, pre/co- 
injections, cavities, and sundries sold in case quantities.

Every embalmer seems to have their favorite 
arterial chemical mixture. My preferred mixture 
(see Chart 1) for the “normal case” (225 pounds or 
less, using intermittent drainage via a drain tube), is 
either Plasdopake (18 index) or Plasdo 25 (25 index); 
Proflow (co-injection); Rectifiant (water corrective); 
Restorative (anti-dehydrant) or Edemaco (if there is 
edema); Dri Cav, or our new Halt Cavity. I would 
normally use 12 oz./gal, for a total of 24 oz. of both the 
arterial and co-injection chemicals to an approximate 
two gallon+ mixture. This would also include 8-16 
oz. of Rectifiant, and 16 oz. of Restorative (more 
Restorative if there is emaciation). A minimum 32 oz. 
or two bottles of Dri Cav or Halt Cavity should be used 
in the abdominal and thoracic cavities for anyone over 
80 pounds. I have used four bottles and more of a cavity 
chemical on morbidly obese cases. 

I normally fill the tank to about two inches over 
the two-gallon mark* with the chemicals and water, 
and use this last amount to inject up into the right 
side of the head via the carotid artery. To reduce the 
foaming effect, spray some Dis-Spray into the tank. I 
periodically pinch the vein with forceps on the return 
to accomplish intermittent drainage which will enhance 
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tissue penetration. If there is a delay in embalming, or if 
the tissue needs more arterial chemical, I would inject 
a minimum 16 oz./gal of a higher index arterial with 
an equal amount of co-injection. Consider using warm 
water on your arterial injection. 

The above figures can be adjusted by either 
increasing or decreasing the ounces used, or changing 
the chemical desired. For example, if one uses 
Permaglo 30 as the arterial, the cost would be $5.54 
instead of $6.18 when using Plasdopake. Both are 
excellent arterial chemicals, but Plasdopake is newer 
and more chemically advanced which accounts for the 
higher cost of the raw materials to manufacture this 
product. A more recent arterial chemical is Regal, 
which is similar to Plasdopake and Plasdo 25, but 
provides more firming. Chart 2 below should be used if 
waterless embalming is desired.

The above is Don Sawyer’s original recom-
mendation for “waterless embalming.” See additional 
variations of this procedure in our Premium Arterial 
Chemical pamphlet. It’s available on our website, and 
available through your Dodge representative. 

Another savings is our freight deduction. Presently 
the freight deduction is based on dollars spent on 
specific, eligible products (excluding equipment), per 
order in the continental U.S. only. When payment is 

made within terms, a deduction of 50% of the freight 
is allowed if $500 of eligible products are purchased. 
A 25% deduction of the freight is allowed if $250 is 
purchased. This can result in substantial savings for 
your firm. Consider paying with a credit-card-on-file. 
In this way all eligible deductions are automatically 
made and you save on time and postage. 

Products which count towards the freight 
deduction, to name a few are our 24-bottle and 
6-bottles cases of chemicals, 25 lb. pails of Action, 
DodgeSorb, and Q-S Sealer. Gallons of Dis-Spray and 
Icterines as well as all Dodge stocked adult and sharing 
urns and much more.

Always be skeptical when you hear that a 
company does not charge for shipping. No freight 
carrier, including the USPS, ship merchandise for 
free. Someone has to pay and indirectly it is always the 
purchaser. The freight charges are thus built into the 
cost of the product, and therefore the true value of a 
product is not reflected in the selling price. 

What we do for a family in the embalming room 
is priceless - if they are satisfied, and only if they are 
satisfied. My observation has been that most are, and 
many times are astonished to see what can be done 
when we are given the opportunity to professionally 
and respectfully care for their loved one. 

I would never attempt to talk someone into 
selecting services they didn’t want. Neither would I be 
reluctant to express, when asked, my observations over 
the past sixty years of the value of viewing a loved-one 
for the last time and being able to “say goodbye.” Often 
times this can be expressed without being asked, and in 
a way that is not suggestive or intrusive. 

The total cost for what funeral homes might pay 
for chemicals, as noted in the two charts I’ve presented, 
are minimal in comparison to what a family is charged 
for the embalming. The current cost appears to be 
from $700 to $1,200 and does not include dressing, 
cosmetizing, and casketing. Without a well presented 
deceased there would be no need for a casket, and all 
the other things which comprise a service of healing. 
I’ve yet to see a fee on a General Price List for a 
“positive memory picture.” Perhaps there should be 
because they do last a lifetime. 

The cost of chemicals listed in Chart 1 is 2.37% 
of a $1,200 embalming fee. In Chart 2 it is 7.94%. It 
appears to me that the range in fees for embalming do 
not seem out-of-line since I recently paid $1,950 to 
have a root canal done on just one tooth. Embalmers 
treat the entire body. I got up and walked out of the 
dentist’s office whereas funeral homes must keep the 
deceased in their care for several days or more…
sometimes many more. 

It can be argued that funeral homes are not 
compensated enough for what is accomplished in the 
embalming room and for what embalming does for 
those who mourn. 

If the procedure is done right, then it is priceless. 
Families not only grieve; countless friends of the 
deceased also grieve. To heal they must face the reality 
of death and be given the opportunity to “say goodbye.” 

Our efforts have endeared us and our profession 
to so many. I’m convinced that exceptional embalming 
skills, along with a kind and caring demeanor are what 
are most needed to best help us carry on.
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Dennis became a licensed funeral director and 
embalmer in 1971.  He joined the Dodge Company 
in 1985. He currently covers northeastern 
Massachusetts as a sales representative for Dodge.
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Plasdopake / 24 oz. $0.2578 $6.18
Proflow / 24 oz. $0.2786 $6.68
Rectifiant / 8 oz. $0.2734 $2.18
Restorative / 16 oz. $0.3281 $5.24
Dri Cav / 32 oz. $0.2578 $8.22
Total Cost  $28.50

Cost of Chemicals Using Two (2) Gallon Solution 
(Water: *184+ ounces)

CHEMICAL / OZ. USED COST PER OZ.
(as of the date of this publication)

COST

(Cost decreases with quantity buying 
during the rolling 12 month period)

CHART 1
Plasdopake / 64 oz. $0.2578 $16.49
Proflow / 128 oz. $0.2786 $35.66
Rectifiant / 128 oz. $0.2734 $34.99
Dri Cav / 32 oz. $0.2578 $  8.24
Total  $95.38

Cost of “Waterless Embalming” 
Chemicals Using 2.75 Gallon Solution (No Water)

CHART 2
CHEMICAL / OZ. USED COST PER OZ.

(as of the date of this publication)
COST

“8-8-4”: 8 bottles of a co-injection; 8 bottles of water corrective; 
4 bottles of an arterial; plus cavity chemical. Edemaco, 
Dis-Spray, Restorative, or Halt GX should be added as needed. 
Consider using a different arterial, such as Introfiant W/D, 
on those challenging cases.
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It was a difficult and complicated story. This 
58-year-old man took the family plumbing business 
and made it a million-dollar success story. Along 
the way, his toxic marriage dissolved, his sons were 
caught in the middle of messy divorce proceedings, 
his parents and sisters were jealous of his wealth, 
and he indulged in way too many substances to ease 
the physical and emotional pain. 

The culminating event in this saga was a fateful 
night when he found his older son stealing from the 
plumbing warehouse to buy drugs. He shot his son 
in the leg several times. He was arrested, charged, 
tried, and convicted. But the judge took some pity 
on his physical health - he needed a double hip 
replacement - and sentenced him to 52 weekends in 
jail rather than the 20 years that loomed before him. 

He served four weekends and decided that was 
enough. It was too hard to quit drinking in time to 
show up, too difficult on his broken body, too much 
to handle. So, he went to the funeral home, made 
prearrangements, paid with cash, and then called 
each of his family members to tell them he was done 
and to tell them goodbye. A day later, he was dead 
of a gunshot wound. He had selected a Celebrant as 
part of his pre-need package, so I got the call. 

Complex family dynamics and tragic deaths 
are something that most Celebrants are familiar 
with. These are often the families who do not need 
or want a traditional service, or any service at all. 
So, we take a deep breath and pick up the phone 
and start making the calls to arrange for a family 
meeting. 

For those of you who have not followed the 
Celebrant Story all these years, the family meeting 
is perhaps the most important part of our work. 
Gathering the family together in a safe environment 
where they can tell stories, begin to remember 
together, share the essence of the person we are 
honoring. Yes, it is important to hear those stories to 
include them in the service. But more importantly 
it is a valuable and vital time for the family to take a 

breath amidst the chaos of planning a funeral and to 
relive the memories and stories. 

Of course, in dysfunctional family systems, 
getting everyone in the same room can be 
impossible. So I drove approximately 100 miles 
to four separate family meetings, hearing the story 
from diametrically opposing perspectives. The 
father and younger sister, the mother, the younger 
son, and the older sister. 

The father and younger sister could only talk 
about how much money he had and that he was not 
sharing any with them. 

The mother was in an assisted living facility. 
Her husband had told me that she was in the facility 
because she had fallen several times. She told me 
that she was in assisted living to protect herself 
from her abusive husband. She shared that she read 
the Bible to her son over the phone every night, 
including the evening he called to tell her goodbye. 
She gave me two scripture passages from Psalms 
that she wanted included. 

The younger son, who had followed in his 
father’s business footsteps, had just graduated 
from college with a double degree. Dad had made 
arrangements to put all his wealth and property 
into his son’s name, which was a source of great 
irritation and resentment with the rest of the family. 
He felt abandoned and alone at the age of 21. 

When I met with the older sister who was 
planning the service, she told me that she chose 
to have her brother’s service on Good Friday 
intentionally and that she wanted me to speak about 
that day in context of her brother. Well, that’s not 
hard AT ALL. Insert sarcastic face emoji here. 

The older son, the one that had been shot by 
his father, was not welcome at the service, and his 
name was not to be mentioned. Neither was his 
former wife’s name to be part of the narrative even 
though the younger son had relationships with both 
his mother and his brother. 

When you look up the word complex, this 

And…We’re Back
By Glenda Stansbury, CFSP
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family’s picture is right there. 
So, I sat down and did what all Celebrants do. 

Begin from the beginning, navigate the difficult 
issues, and, with grace and honesty, honor the life 
with all its successes and challenges. 

I searched for over an hour for a Good Friday 
reflection that would be appropriate. I wrote and 
re-wrote the words that would describe his journey 
and his relationships. From the referral call until 
I showed up at the funeral home to conduct the 
service, I spent about 15 hours before uttering a 
word. 

And so, this is how we began: 
“My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that 
you want it to 
Your dreams stay big, your worries stay small
You never need to carry more than you can hold
And while you’re out there getting where you’re 
getting to
I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the 
same things too 
Words from the Rascal Flatts song “My Wish” 

set the framework and stage for our time together 
today as we celebrate the life and mourn the death 
of Carl, son, brother, father, and friend who is gone 
way before anyone was prepared to say goodbye. 
Through it all, he always had wishes for those he 
loved. 

Welcome, my name is Glenda Stansbury and, 
on behalf of The XYZ Funeral Home, I’m honored 
to be the Funeral Celebrant as we gather for this 
most sacred day. There is no higher calling than to 
walk beside a family on the hardest days of their 
lives, to tell the story and remember this life that 
made such an impact upon his world. 

Carl’s sudden death has left everyone 
speechless, trying to catch their breath, searching 
for answers. So, it is important that we pause in this 
sacred moment to come together in support and 
sadness to hold on to those special memories that 
will be so sweet and valuable as you take your first 
steps down this particular path of grief. 

On behalf of the family, thank you for being 
here. When we don’t know what to do, when 
words fail and there seems to be nothing that can be 
fixed, the one thing that we can do is show up. Your 
silent presence means more to this family than you 
can ever know. Your thoughts and your spirit create 
a circle of love around their broken hearts. 

Each person here had a unique and special 
relationship to this guy. Each person here has 
memories that are only yours to embrace and carry. 
Each person here was touched by this enthusiastic, 
adventurous, loving, complex man and you will 
see his story through your own experiences. Each 
person here brings their own truth that is unique to 
your journey. 

At times you might have felt admiration, 
agony, amusement, annoyance, or awe. Or all of 
the above. But each of you share the common bond 
of walking this earth with Carl through his 58 years. 
This bond will allow you to find reconciliation and 
resolution together. 

Ray remembers his only son, the one who made 

him proud as he succeeded in the family business 
and took it to an unprecedented level. The one who 
showed everyone what hard work really looked like. 

Milly misses her baby boy, the one who stayed 
so close to her side, who called her every day and 
made sure that she knew how much he loved her no 
matter what else was happening in their lives. 

Miranda and Carla remember their fearless 
brother who was always ready to face a challenge, a 
walk on the wild side, a fierce dedication to making 
C Plumbing the best in the city while trying to be a 
big brother who was present for them. 

Klay grew up with a dad who loved his family, 
who spent wonderful times at Lake Eufaula or at the 
casino walking away with handfuls of cash, ready for 
more fun and hanging out time. The man who taught 
him about business and being vigilant about taking 
care of the monetary matters of life. The man who 
loved to travel and see sunsets from a new horizon. 
The man who enjoyed sitting in the peace and quiet 
of his acreage outside of Edmond, watching nature 
walk by, feeding the deer, and appreciating the 
small gifts of joy he could find each day. 

His friends from his growing up days in high 
school or his many business dealings, remember a 
guy who loved to laugh and who looked forward to 
the next good time. 

And while he was clear and intentional and 
honest about reaching the end of his time, of just 
being so weary and in pain, of not being able to face 
another day, there is nothing that can prepare anyone 
for the final act. It takes your breath away and spins 
the world off its axis. So, our time together will 
be focused on all the footsteps that he left behind, 
giving you time to begin to make sense of where 
those footsteps will lead you in your life. 

Today we will spend a few minutes 
remembering Carl’s life, his strength, his tenacity, 
his humor, his challenges, his glorious imperfections, 
and his loving heart. We’ll see the snapshots of a life 
lived surrounded by so many people who loved him, 
listen to music that was the soundtrack of his story, 
and when we leave this place, we will know that we 
honored his life in the best way possible. 

Of course, today is also one of the most holy 
days in Christendom. Miranda chose this day with 
great intention and asked that we honor the day as 
we honor Carl. 

Rev. Paul Lansu the Senior Policy Advisor of 
Pax Christi International writes: 

‘Believers gather around the cross today. They 
listen to the stories from the Scriptures. These stories 
offer us a message that is new: suffering acquires 
meaning in God. Death never has the last word in 
Him. Through the suffering of Christ, God brings 
reconciliation for all. This gives many the strength 
to endure suffering, even today, and to look for a 
world where every tear will be dried and all the pain 
will have disappeared...Life will continue. We will 
live on in our children. There is a new beginning. 

At death, the questioning can be sorrowful, 
somber, and heart-rending. Why death now? What 
of the bereaved? The joyful anticipation is replaced 
with pain-filled loss and anxiety. Even in the 
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presence of vibrant faith, there is often a sense of 
finality, of completion of an era. 

Good Friday shows that...only the person who 
is prepared to light a candle of goodness at every 
opportunity rather than curse the darkness of evil. 
Only the person who daily takes that first small step 
in building a chain of goodness. Only the person 
who believes that oftentimes a majority for hope is 
just one individual with faith and courage. Only the 
person who knows it is in giving away time, energy, 
and even life itself that one comes to experience 
lasting love, human and divine. It is only such a 
person that can create new life and joy in today’s 
world. We are enabled by the Spirit to keep hope 
alive in the hearts of those whose lives we serve.’

So perhaps what these words mean to us on this 
sacred day as we begin this service is that we are 
called upon to light a candle for forgiveness, to light 
a candle for support, to light a candle for hope, to 
light a candle for grace, to light a candle for Carl.”

  The service continued with stories of his life, a 
video tribute, and music, the passages that his mom 
had chosen, and his sister sharing her thoughts. 
The tension was thick, but afterward each family 
member expressed their relief and their gratitude 
that we had honored his life with understanding and 
graciousness. 

So, Glenda, why are you sharing this story? You 
have certainly written about difficult services from a 
Celebrant perspective in the past. 

Well, the purpose of this particular scenario 
is to answer questions that we continue hear about 
Celebrants, even though we’ve been offering 
services for twenty years. Some funeral staff still do 
not quite grasp the process and the practice, so once 
again, let’s illustrate how and why we do what we 
do. After a year of writing about the challenges of 
serving people during the pandemic, I thought it was 
time to circle back to an article about Celebrants. 

A continuing issue that I hear about from 
Celebrants is that there is a line of demarcation 
between religious and non-religious services and 
that Celebrants are put in that “secular only” box. A 
Celebrant recently told me that he was asked to do 
a Christian service for a reduced fee since it would 
be “easier.” 

Let us dispel that myth. Celebrants do not 
define a service as religious or non-religious. For 
Celebrants, a service is a service regardless of the 
elements that are to be included. We are going to 
hear the story and write a customized and unique 
life story that fits that person and that family. 

The gentleman in this service I just described 
had no church or denominational affiliation. But it 
was important to his family that we include scripture 
and prayer and a meditation on Good Friday. OK, 
then that is what we do. 

In my experience, over 95% of the families 
that I serve wish to have those spiritual elements 
included. That is one of the questions we ask in 
family meeting—do you wish to have a scripture, 
a prayer, a blessing included? Most say yes. Some 
say no. The point is that they want a service about 
their loved one and for some, those elements are 

important and comforting. 
It is always our hope that funeral professionals 

will understand and embrace that wide range of 
options and services that a Celebrant can provide to 
a firm. We are not one-trick, no religion ponies. 

The other concern that I hear frequently from 
Celebrants is the age-old discussion of our fee. 
“Why do you charge so much?” “Why can’t we pay 
the honorarium that we pay clergy?” “My families 
won’t pay that amount.” 

I am putting on my best patient, understanding 
face while I write this - Celebrants earn their 
professional fee. Whether I spend 8 or 18 hours in 
preparation, whether I have one family meeting or 
four, whether it is a graveside service for a baby or 
a full service with all the bells and whistles with an 
hour-long procession to the cemetery, the fee does 
not change. 

The professional fee reflects the time, 
expertise, and attention to every detail that is put 
into each service. Celebrants do not have a template 
of services that we pull out and insert the name. We 
do not have a single service that is like another one. 
The fee reflects that care and desire to make sure 
that every service is exactly right. 

I would never, ever question the non-declinable 
fee that a funeral home charges for their services. 
I know what goes into that charge and what it 
represents. 

So, it makes me sigh a bit when I hear from 
Celebrants who are being told that they charge too 
much, or a firm won’t use them because “that’s not 
what we pay our pastors.” Well, if you have clergy 
who are spending ten hours preparing customized 
funerals for your firm, then perhaps you should pay 
them more. Just a thought. 

Celebrants are willing and eager to serve your 
families, to shine a wonderful spotlight on your firm 
and how you care for people, to be responsive and 
creative in hearing each story with compassion and 
with dedication to meet the needs of families. The 
hard ones and the sweet ones, the tragic end of a life 
stories or those celebrations of a long life well lived. 
We are grateful and humbled every day by funeral 
professionals who entrust their families to us. If you 
have never considered utilizing a Celebrant or if you 
want to know how to offer Celebrants, all we can 
ask is that you give it a thought. Or two. Or reach 
out and we’ll be happy to have that conversation. 
Or two. We’re back.
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Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of 
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP 
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO 
Funeral Service Department and a practicing 
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact her 
at celebrantgs@gmail.com
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Heavy Compound Injector.
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and screw your preferred 
nozzle onto the injector. 

It’s now ready to use!

Minimal waste.
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Being a keen observer of human nature, our old 
friend sees much more than would the ordinary 
fellow of what goes on behind the scenes…and each 
case is an intimate personal experience to him.

*   *   *
Each time a many-splendored sunset ends a day 

of drizzling rain and murky clouds, I’m reminded 
of Minnie Haskins. We buried Minnie in the plot 
in Holly Hills she had bought eight months before 
when Edward Haskins died. Edward, junior, came up 
from New York to make the funeral arrangements; 
her daughter Ruth flew in from San Francisco; and 
John, her other son, who was in Germany, cabled 
orders for a floral blanket. The casket was a silver-
bronze job – one of our best; the robe young Edward 
chose was a pastel blue lace gown which set off 
Minnie’s silver hair and smooth, girlish complexion 
to perfection. Everyone was satisfied with everything 
– except old Jerry Burke, who had (as the folks in 
the Old Country used to say) “a black dog running 
through his brain.”

“I don’t care what the death certificate said the 
cause of death was, Mr. Burke,” young Edward told 
me. “I say Mother died of heartbreak. I never saw a 
person lose her grip on life the way she did when Dad 
died. It was as if – as if her body just went to pieces 
because her spirit wasn’t interested enough to hold 
it together.”

“You may be right, lad,” I told him. “I’ve seen 
such cases.” But a funeral director, like a priest 
or doctor or lawyer, has to keep a lot of things to 
himself. Minnie Haskins had died of heartbreak, or 
more precisely of that utter misery of mind and body 
that comes when there’s only an echoing hollow 
where the heart had been before. I’d had the tear-
scalded, sob-strangled story from her the day we 
buried Edward, and sometimes the memory of it 
still sends shivers up my spine as if I heard a banshee 
keening underneath a window at dead of night.

*   *   *
Minerva Gregory and Edward Haskins had been 

born in little white-porched houses that stood next 
door to each other and were as much alike as two 
grains of rice from the same bag. They were the only 
children on the block, so naturally were playmates 
from the time they were able to toddle. Minnie’s 
father was a locomotive engineer, Edward’s was a 
buyer in a big downtown department store, so both 
of them were in what we’d call “the lower-middle 
income brackets” today.  One day, when Edward 
was about six and Minnie something less than five, 
a new family moved into the big house at the corner 
of Tulip and Walnut Streets. They were higher in 
the social and financial scale than the Haskins or 
Gregorys. They had a cook and houseman and a one-

lunged automobile that actually spent as much time 
on the road as it did in the garage, and when they 
went out driving they wore long linen dustcoats and 
isinglass goggles. They also had a daughter Eunice, 
who was lovely to look at as an angel on an Easter 
card, and as heartless as a stone statue.

Edward looked at her at their first meeting, and 
his little-boy heart was in his eyes. But not for long. 
One look he took at her bright hair and cream-and-
carnation complexion, and his heart passed from his 
keeping into hers.

Because there were no other children of their 
age in the neighborhood, Eunice, Minnie and Edward 
were inseparable playmates, and when they played 
Eunice always took the stellar role. If they played 
“house” Eunice was the “Mamma” and Edward the 
“Papa.” Minnie was the maid. If they acted out some 
fairytale like the Sleeping Beauty or Snow White 
and the Seven Dwarfs, Eunice was the princess and 
Edward the prince while Minnie was the wicked 
witch or evil queen.

A child is seldom too young to feel the pangs 
of jealousy, and Minnie was no exception, especially 
since she’d idolized Edward ever since she could 
remember anything. To see him the infatuated bond-
slave of her beautiful little neighbor not only cut her 
to the heart, but rubbed salt in the bleeding wound.

Edward accepted Minnie’s idolatry as a matter 
of course. When the children grew to high-school 
age, if Eunice dated another boy for a dance he could 
always ask Minnie to go with him and be sure of her 
enthusiastic acceptance of his bid.

He had just passed his college entrance 
examinations when World War I broke out and his 
number was among the first to be called. Almost two 
years later he came home to find Eunice married to a 
man who had somehow managed to escape the draft, 
and find Minnie waiting for him as she had done since 
childhood. He didn’t have to ask her twice to marry 
him, and when they exchanged their first kiss, Minnie 
closed her eyes and drank the ecstasy of it as a lost 
soul might quaff a cup of cool water. Edward closed 
his eyes, too – and pretended to himself that he kissed 
Eunice Elberstone.

Their marriage was a happy one. Edward was 
kind, affectionate and even demonstratively loving; 
Minnie gave him two fine sons and a sweet, pretty 
daughter, and all their children “turned out well.” 
The boys won honor grades at college, the daughter 
married a young up-and-coming San Francisco 
lawyer.

The world was good to them. Edward’s real 
estate business prospered, he became one of the 
community’s most solid citizens; Minnie was a leader 
in women’s activities, and had her picture or name 

The Masquerader
By Jerome Burke
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or both in the society sections of the paper almost 
every week. Between her home and work she was 
supremely happy. Occasionally she and Eunice met, 
and when they did they were as sweet and gracious to 
each other as only women who hate each other with 
a poisonous, suppurating hatred can be.

Eunice was a childless widow when she died. 
The day before her funeral Edward came to my place 
– “just for old times’ sake,” he told me. He was in 
the reposing room longer than the average visitor, 
and when I tiptoed past the door I saw him kneeling 
on the prie-dieu beside the casket, crying in a very 
convulsion of grief. “Oh, my darling, wait for me!” I 
heard him sob. “Wait, wait for me. I’ll join you just 
as soon as I can!”

*   *   *
When Edward died five years later Minnie 

watched beside his bed. “Oh, Mr. Burke,” she told 
me, “just before the end he half sat up and stretched 
his arms out, as if to greet someone after a long 
journey. Then he whispered, ‘Eunice!’ and fell back.”

She drew her hand across her lips as if to clean 
them of pollution. “I never had him, Mr. Burke,” she 
told me, “I never really had him. He was never my 

lover – never really my husband. He was always hers. 
All his kisses, all the dear, sweet things he said to 
me, all the evidences of love he gave me – all, all 
were only parts of a deceitful, life-long masquerade. 
I was never more than second choice to him; never 
anything but a substitute for her! I was never really 
there at all, any more than I was when we were 
children and she played princess to his prince and I 
was only part of the background!” She ended with a 
cry, the high-pitched, squealing cry a woman gives 
when physical or mental agony is more than she  
can bear. 

I tried to comfort her. I reminded her that 
people lapsing into unconsciousness, whether under 
anesthesia or into the long, Great Unconsciousness, 
don’t know what they’re saying. But as any married 
man can testify, when once a woman makes her 
mind up, no argument, however logical, can make 
her change it.

*   *   *
I pressed the trigger of the lowering device as 

Canon Chesney pronounced, “We therefore commit 
her body to the ground; earth to earth, ashes to ashes, 
dust to dust…” and as the casket sank into the grave, 
the clouds that had hung heavy all day long seemed 
ripped apart, and the sky was suddenly aglow with 
the gold and purple of the setting sun.

I hope that gorgeous sunset was an omen, but…
what can a man say? What, indeed, can he pray for, 
except that she has reached that City Beautiful seen 
by the sainted John on the Isle of Patmos, the New 
Jerusalem where God shall wipe away all tears?

“I never really 
had him. He was 
never my lover – 
never really my 
husband. He was 
always hers.”

Jerome is an old funeral director who has  
told his tales to numerous generations of 
Dodge Magazine readers.

Jerome Burke
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